MEGApix® CaaS 4MP ultra
low-profile vandal dome edge IP
camera with 4.0mm fixed lens
The DW® MEGApix® CaaS™ series (Camera as a
Server) combines the quality of MEGApix® cameras
with the ease and power of DW Spectrum® IPVMS
and an SD card included, MAKING EACH CaaS™
CAMERA ITS OWN SELF-CONTAINED VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM! Each CaaS™ camera
includes the DW Spectrum® IPVMS server software
and a recording license. No additional server
hardware is required, making MEGApix® CaaS™ an
easy and cost-effective way to deploy high-definition
IP video systems in small installations. The video is
stored on the included internal micro SD card for
lower network traffic and higher reliability. Easily
manage all your DW Spectrum® systems with the
DW® Cloud™ online portal. Need more storage? Add
a Blackjack® NAS device to any DW Spectrum®
system.
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4MP 1/3” image sensor at real-time 30fps
4.0mm fixed lens
DW Spectrum® IPVMS camera as a server
Easily deploy with pre-loaded video management system (VMS) software on camera for
out-of-the-box operation
Automatic installation and licensing with first power on - Simply mount camera, connect and see
your video
Saves time and money with no server hardware required
Connect up to 30 MEGApix® CaaS™ edge cameras simultaneously in a single system
Wide dynamic range (WDR)
Dual recording option with Blackjack® NAS accessory
Dual codecs (H.264, MJPEG) with simultaneous dual-stream
50’ smart IR™ with intelligent camera sync
Ultra low-profile outdoor vandal dome
Smart DNR™ 3D digital noise reduction
True day/night with mechanical IR cut filter
Programmable privacy zones
Auto gain control (AGC)
Auto white balance (AWB)
Motion detection
Built-in 64GB memory for local recording (DWC- MF4Wi4C6)
Built-in 128GB memory for local recording (DWC- MF4Wi4C1)
Web server built-in
PoE class 3 and DC12V
Waterproof cabling
ONVIF conformant, profile S
IP66 rated weather and tamper resistant
IK10-rated impact-resistant
5 year warranty

